The star chart includes only the brightest stars to avoid cluttering the chart. The constellations are labeled, and the lines connecting their stars will help you find these celestial groupings.

Mercury is visible in the eastern sky before sunrise until about June 14 and reappears in the evening about June 29. Venus is visible in the morning. Mars is visible in the evening until June 7, when it becomes too close to the Sun. Jupiter is visible in the evening. Saturn is at opposition on June 15, so it is visible most of the night during June. Uranus and Neptune are visible in the morning.

May Moon Phases

- First Quarter June 1, 30
- Full Moon June 9
- Last Quarter June 17
- New Moon June 23

Join us for these 2017 special events

O’ahu Events: call (808) 956-8566. Tuesday June 27, Perpetual Motion: Galileo and His Revolutions, UHM Orvis Auditorium at 7:30 PM; Wednesday June 28, The Glass Universe by Dava Sobel, UHM Orvis Auditorium at 7:30 PM; IfA celebrates 50 years of Astronomy in Hawai’i starting June 28, see: http://about.ifa.hawaii.edu/ifa50/

Maui Events: call (808) 573-9516. Monthly Maikalani Community Lectures and can also be viewed online with live stream at http://ps1puka.ps1.ifa.hawaii.edu/liveVideo.php

Hawaii Island Events: see www.mkaoc.org

Monthly activities for the Friends of the Institute for Astronomy can be found at http://www.ifa.hawaii.edu/friends/
Institute for Astronomy Special Events are announced at http://www.ifa.hawaii.edu/specialevents/